
 
 

 
(Sponsor packages) 
 
 
DIAMOND sponsor: (exclusivity for competing parties)  
 

 TEN-PRO all-in package: Sponsoring for a period of 3 years (consists of all, min. 
10 tennis events per year: the TEN-PRO Global Junior Tour). 

 Possibility to option for a trial period of 1 year, also extensible up to 5 years. 

 Possibility to use “DIAMOND” part of the unique Tennis Database of Ten-Pro 
More than 400.000 contacts throughout the whole tennis world per year, direct 
mails and messages to young tennis players, their parents, coaches, academy & 
federations all over the world! (activities to be listed and detailed after consulting 
the organisation). 

 Visibility at the tennis net. (privilege location A of the main sponsor, with limit of 
12 promotion activities at the tennis net per event) 

 Application possibility of the special TEN-PRO program: Advantage through 
Knowledge. Direct delivery part of newsletters/e-mails by TEN-PRO to the target 
group selected by the sponsor (your potential customers). 

 Advertising your name on all tour tournaments communications such as: program 
booklet, writing paper, e-mails, posters, internet site, and mention on all media 
publicities. 

 Entitlement to commercial exploitation during the tournament (activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Entitlement to use Ten-Pro /tournament logo, name and poster for your own 
publicities. 

 Boarding and other advertisements on so-called top-A-locations, at the tennis 
net, at the fences surrounding the tennis court, on the chairs of the referee and 
the players (activities to be listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Mentioning of your name on the internet site and in all other social media with 
the possibility of a hyperlink. 

 Mentioning of your name on all sponsor pages (website and program booklet). 

 The organisation will contribute to promotion activities of the main sponsor if 
agreement is reached (if desired). 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in television en 
radio contributions. 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in broadcasting. 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in written media 
expressions. 

 Photo shoot with the winners. 

 Possibility to be part of the all Template global campaign at least 10 times a year. 



 Possibility to be part of the TEN-PRO video/film global campaign (activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Possibility of visibility at the live broadcast from some of tournaments (activities 
to be listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Possibility of visibility at the key cards and trophies (if desired, activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Special access to the program ”TEN-PRO Renking System” , Global promotion 
during the whole year! plus many, many other benefits of this. 

 Main part of our business presentation at some of tournaments (activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 “Be creative” create your own promotion! The possibility of adding more desired 
conditions/campaigns after consulting with the TEN-PRO. 

 Sponsoring of gifts: This in consultation with the organisation (per event). 

 Cost: € 40.000,- on a yearly basis. 
 
 
 
GOLD sponsor:  
 

 TEN-PRO all-in package: Sponsoring for a period of 3 years (consists of all, min. 8 
tennis events per year: the TEN-PRO Global Junior Tour). 

 Possibility to option for a trial period of 1 year, also extensible up to 5 years. 

 Possibility to use “GOLD” part of the unique Tennis Database of Ten-Pro. More 
than 250.000 contacts throughout the whole tennis world per year, direct mails 
and messages to young tennis players, their parents, coaches, academy & 
federations all over the world! (activities to be listed and detailed after consulting 
the organisation). 

 Visibility at the tennis net. (privilege location A of the Main/Diamond sponsor, 
with limit of 8 promotion activities at the tennis net per event) 

 Advertising your name on all tour tournaments communications such as: program 
booklet, writing paper, e-mails, posters, internet site, and mention on all media 
publicities. 

 Entitlement to commercial exploitation during the tournament (activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Entitlement to use Ten-Pro /tournament logo, name and poster for your own 
publicities. 

 Boarding and other advertisements on so-called top-A-locations, at the tennis 
net, at the fences surrounding the tennis court, on the chairs of the referee and 
the players (privilege location A of the Main/Diamond sponsor, activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Mentioning of your name on the internet site and in all other social media with 
the possibility of a hyperlink. 

 Mentioning of your name on all sponsor pages (website and program booklet). 

 The organisation will contribute to promotion activities of the main sponsor if 
agreement is reached (if desired). 



 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in television en 
radio contributions. 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in broadcasting. 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in written media 
expressions. 

 Photo shoot with the winners. 

 Possibility to be part of the Template global campaign at least 8 times a year. 

 Possibility to be part of the TEN-PRO video/film global campaign (activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Possibility of visibility at the live broadcast from some of tournaments (activities 
to be listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Possibility of visibility at the key cards and trophies (if desired, activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Special access to the program ”TEN-PRO Renking System” , Global promotion 
during the whole year! plus many, many other benefits of this. 

 Part of our business presentation at some of tournaments (activities to be listed 
and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 “Be creative” create your own promotion! The possibility of adding more desired 
conditions/campaigns after consulting with the TEN-PRO. 

 Sponsoring of gifts: This in consultation with the organisation (per event). 

 Cost: € 30.000,- on a yearly basis. 
 
 
 
SILVER sponsor:  

 

 TEN-PRO all-in package: Sponsoring for a period of 3 years (consists of all, min. 7 
tennis events per year: the TEN-PRO Global Junior Tour). 

 Possibility to option for a trial period of 1 year, also extensible up to 5 years. 

 Possibility to use “SILVER” part of the unique Tennis Database of Ten-Pro. More 
than 175.000 contacts throughout the whole tennis world per year, direct mails 
and messages to young tennis players, their parents, coaches, academy & 
federations all over the world! (activities to be listed and detailed after consulting 
the organisation). 

 Visibility at the tennis net. (privilege location A of the main sponsor, with limit of 
4 promotion activities at the tennis net per event) 

 Advertising your name on tour tournaments communications such as: e-mails, 
posters, internet site, and mention on media publicities. 

 Entitlement to use Ten-Pro /tournament logo, name and poster for your own 
publicities. 

 Mentioning of your name on the internet site and in other social media with the 
possibility of a hyperlink. 

 Mentioning of your name on website sponsor pages. 

 The organisation commits it self to promote the main sponsor in broadcasting. 

 Photo shoot with the winners. 

 Possibility to be part of the Template global campaign at least 5 times a year. 



 Possibility to be “part” of the TEN-PRO video/film global campaign (activities to 
be listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Possibility of visibility at the key cards and trophies (if desired, activities to be 
listed and detailed after consulting the organisation). 

 Special access to the program ”TEN-PRO Renking System” , Global promotion 
during the whole year! plus many, many other benefits of this. 

 Sponsoring of gifts: This in consultation with the organisation (per event). 

 Cost: € 20.000,- on a yearly basis. 
 
 
BRONZE sponsor:  
 

 TEN-PRO all-in package: Sponsoring for a period of 3 years (consists of all, min. 6 
tennis events per year: the TEN-PRO Global Junior Tour). 

 Possibility to option for a trial period of 1 year, also extensible up to 5 years. 

 Possibility to use “BRONZE” part of the unique Tennis Database of Ten-Pro. More 
than 75.000 contacts throughout the whole tennis world per year, direct mails 
and messages to young tennis players, their parents, coaches, academy & 
federations all over the world! (activities to be listed and detailed after consulting 
the organisation). 

 Entitlement to use Ten-Pro /tournament logo, name and poster for your own 
publicities. 

 Mentioning of your name on the internet site and in other social media with the 
possibility of a hyperlink. 

 Mentioning of your name on website sponsor pages. 

 Sponsoring of gifts: This in consultation with the organisation (per event). 

 Cost: € 15.000,- on a yearly basis. 
 
 
PRICE LIST (on a yearly basis): 
 
                     DIAMOND sponsoring cost: € 40.000,- on a yearly basis 
                     GOLD sponsoring cost: € 30.000,- on a yearly basis 
                     SILVER sponsoring cost: € 20.000,- on a yearly basis 
                     BRONZE sponsoring cost: € 15.000,- on a yearly basis 
 
 
OTHER options: (per event) 
 

 Sponsoring at the tennis net: € 400,- per net. However, the main sponsors has 
first choice (per event). Plus net print costs (per event). 

 Sponsoring Key Cards: € 500,-.  plus Key and print costs (per event). 

 1 flag or banner: € 500,-. plus banner costs (per event). 

 Advertisement in the program booklet: € 500,- for 1/1 page in colour, € 300,- for 
½ page in colour plus print costs (per event). 

 Shirt sponsoring, after agreement (privilege of the main sponsors): € 1.000,- plus 
print costs (per event). 



 Name/logo on staff clothing, after agreement (privilege of the main sponsors): € 
1.000,- plus print costs (per event). 

 Sponsoring of gifts: This in consultation with the organisation (per event). 

 Sponsoring of cups/trophies: € 750,- plus trophies costs (per event). This in 
consultation with the organisation. 

 
 
Conditions: 
 

 All prices are excluded of VAT. 

 The agreed amount will be paid within 14 days after receipt of the invoice. 

 The dimensions of boarding and flags will be determined in consultation with the 
organisation. 

 All advertising materials in the surrounding area of the accommodation such as 
flags, billboards and suchlike, should be delivered at the accommodation by your 
company at least 2 weeks before the tournament. 

 Advertisements must be provided digitally. 

 All (media-) rights (these incl. Internet, radio and television, social media...etc) 
will be reserved to TEN-PRO. 

 Further information can be obtained by contacting TEN-PRO team tel.:  +31 6 22 
11 88 57. 

 Or you can send an email to: proglobus@live.nl . 
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